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BSTRACT
HMI) and
This work aiims to advancee 3D position input and mottion sensing inn a variety of hhuman-machinne interface (H
industrial rob
botics systems with a MEM
MS-mirror based
d optical 3D ttracking appro ach which wee termed “MEM
MSEye.”
The goal is to enable real time interactiion with comp
puters and rob otics in ways that are moree intuitive, preecise and
natural. Objeects can be traacked which are
a marked eiither by light sources (e.g. a near-IR LED,) corner-cubbe retroreflectors (C
CCRs,) or with
h retro-reflectiive tape. Each
h "MEMSEye"" unit can traack the object with high sppeed and
determine wiith high precision the azimutth and elevatio
on (θX and θY) angles of the line between tthe unit and thhe object.
When two or
o more such units
u
are utilizzed to triangu
ulate the objec t, relative possition can be ffully determinned since
distance information can allso be obtained
d. This final XY
YZ position innformation dow
wn to sub-milliimeter precisioon can be
obtained in relatively
r
largee volumes at up
pdate rates of >20
> kHz. A deemonstration ssystem capablee of tracking fuull-speed
human hand motion provides position info
formation at up
p to 4m distancce with 13-bit pprecision and repeatability. Inn another
demonstratio
on, a vector in free space is marked
m
by two target CCRs aand the MEMS
SEye system m
measures its orrientation
in space with
h ~0.1° precisio
on by locating both
b
CCRs in a time-multipleexed manner.
Keywords: MEMS
M
mirror, orientation sen
nsor, micromirrror, 3D trackinng, laser trackiing, corner-cubbe retroreflectoor.

1. INTR
RODUCTION
N
Obtaining real-time 3D coordinates of a moving objecct has many appplications succh as gaming1, robotics andd humancomputer inteeraction appliccations2-4, indusstrial applicatio
ons etc. Variouus technologiess have been invvestigated for and used
in these applications, includ
ding sensing via
v wire-interfaaces2, ultrasounnd, and laser innterferometry. However a sim
mple and
low-cost solu
ution that can provide
p
enoug
gh precision an
nd flexibility iss not yet availaable. The MEM
MSEye projectt aims to
utilize scanniing MEMS miirrors as the teechnology platfform used to bbuild a high reesolution and hhigh speed 3D position
measurementt systems as deepicted in Fig. 1a. This technology can be uused to build syystems (Fig. 1aa, b) that allow
w users to
interact with virtual and aug
gmented reality
y environments in a natural aand intuitive way.

Figure 1. Depiction of ou
ur project’s long
g-term goal – a sensor
s
unit with two optical-traccking apertures m
measure 3D possition
of a remo
ote object, shown
n here as a smalll glowing blue LED.
L
In (a), the sensor unit is m
mounted on top oof a laptop’s moonitor
and a useer is running a 3D
3 application. In
I (b), we depicct various possibble system uses based on wheree we attach the ssmall
tracking targets.
t
For exam
mple, robot’s en
nd effector positiion is monitoredd. (c) Mimio’s innteractive electrronic white boarrd kit
mote
allows haand written mateerials and drawin
ngs on whiteboard to be recordeed electronically in color. (d) Niintendo’s Wii rem
senses thee user’s motion and
a use it to inteeract with a game.

The Wii gam
ming system is widely consid
dered a breaktthrough in the game controlller design, as it not only allows free
movement fo
or the user, butt also makes use
u of that mov
vement for useer to interact w
with the virtual world1. The ccontroller
(Fig. 1d) traccking system utilizes
u
a singlee camera-based IR position sensing system
m and three-axxis accelerometters5. An
IR emitter baar is placed in front
f
of the useer, emitting fro
om two IR souurces a known ddistance apart5. The hand helld sensor
images the so
ources onto a camera
c
at stand
dard camera raates (tens of m
milliseconds forr update.) By ccalculating the distance
of the IR so
ources as seen by the receiv
ver, as well ass the orientatiion - a relativve, perspective-based locatioon of the
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handheld sen
nsor can be calcculated5. But th
his is not very precise, due too both the resollution of the caamera, the slow
w refresh
rate of the sy
ystem, as well as potential fo
or ambiguity in
n perspective-bbased measureement. This caan lead to errors which
make such teechnologies inaadequate for ind
dustrial applicaations.
Another inno
ovative human--machine interface by Mimio
o (Fig 1c), makkes sensor barss and accessoriies that providee a better
interaction with
w the classroo
om white boarrd6. The Mimio
o sensor bar usees both ultrasoound and IR sennsor to locate tthe pens,
eraser and co
ontrol stylus ussing triangulattion6. The apprroach producess an audible chhirp when in uuse. This technnology is
limited to tw
wo dimension
ns, but even with
w
above lim
mitations it soolves an important problem
m in human-ccomputer
interactions and
a has a wide range of uses.

2. THE MEMSEYE APPR
ROACH
2.1 Backgro
ound
Cassinelli et.. al demonstraated a scanning mirror-based
d tracking soluution7,8 utilizinng galvanometter scanners w
which are
bulky and haave a very high
h power consu
umption. The system did not demonstrate a searching moode to initiate ttracking,
and measurem
ment of distan
nce (Z-axis) is based
b
on amou
unt of returnedd illumination which will varry with many vvariables
beside only distance.
d

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of 3D tracking of a hand-held
h
objectt in a 3D volum
me. (b) A simpliified arrangemennt of
MS mirror that allows
a
tracking of an LED. (c) A simplified arrrangement of opptics, a laser source,
optics, seensors, and MEM
sensor, an
nd MEMS mirro
or that allows 3D
D tracking of a reetro-reflecting obbject such as a coorner-cube retroo-reflector.

Previously9, we
w demonstratted real-time faast-motion tracking of an objeect in a 3D vollume, while obbtaining its XY
YZ coordinates, but the system was mainly limited to tracking
g a photo-sensoor object whichh communicateed its readings vvia wire
to the controlller. Use of ME
EMS mirrors9,110 with the posssibility for the use of wide-anngle lenses proovides the possiibility of
tracking in a very large volu
ume, and very far distances – for example, use of remote--control IR souurce-detector m
modules
can provide a range of 50m
m or more. We utilized
u
two sep
parate scanninng MEMS micrromirror sub-syystems and a tiimemultiplexing scheme to tracck a quad-cell photodiode
p
in a 20 kHz closeed-loop.
The objectivee of the presen
nt work is to im
mprove the flex
xibility of that methodology sso that it does not require thee tracked
object to incllude a photo-sensor and prov
vide synchrono
ous communiccation. Namelyy, our goal as ddepicted in Figg. 2 is an
optical-MEM
MS based, low--cost and versaatile platform for
f tracking annd position meeasurement in a variety of siituations,
tracking objeects marked wiith simply a lig
ght source, a corner-cube
c
refflector, or a piiece of retro reeflective tape. The two
different MEMS-based scheemes or techniiques to track an
a object insidee a conic volum
me are depictedd in Fig. 2.
2.2 LED Tr
racking

As depicted in
i Fig. 2b, therre is a photo-deetector near thee MEMS scannning unit. An ooptical source such as a near-IR LED
is the target object that illluminates the micromirror. In
I some casess there may bee a wide-anglee lens (“fisheyye lens”)
between the mirror and ob
bject which wo
ould allow a far
f greater fieldd-of-view (FO
OV) for the unnit. When the m
mirror is
properly poin
nted, that illum
mination from the
t LED is imaaged onto the qquad photo-dettector. This prooper pointing w
would be
initially foun
nd through sim
mple search algorithms such as
a a spiral searrch. After the first signal is ffound, further pointing
corrections are
a based on a closed-loop
c
co
ontrol scheme with
w error signnals being provvided by the quuad photo-deteector. We
should also note that we envision high
h performancee systems inclluding adaptivve lenses that allow increassing and
decreasing th
he spot size in the far field su
uch that e.g. seearch algorithm
m utilizes a verry wide spot ssize and easily captures
target’s generral position, an
nd small spot siize is used for fine and precisse position meaasurements.
Tracking an LED light sou
urce can give th
he user a largeer range of movvement. A single LED radiaates out a cone of light.
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Several LEDs could be arranged such a way that all the cones of light overlap, creating a spherical light source. Such
light source can be detected in all orientations as long as there is a direct line of sight between the light source and the
detector. The price to pay is added complexity of the light source, which requires a battery and several LEDs.
2.3 Retroreflector Tracking
As depicted in Fig. 2c, there is a collimated laser beam that is scanned by a dual-axis MEMS mirror into the space with a
45° field of view and of several meters in front of the unit. The MEMS device runs a spiral search pattern from origin to
maximum angles until it encounters a returning retro-reflection from a corner-cube retroreflector (CCR) marked object to
its photo detector. The photo detector synchronously relays its readings to the control FPGA. From this point forward the
device renews the search but with an updated origin at the last known position of the object. The system performs best
with the use of a quadrant photo-detector which provides additional information for tracking, specifically the needed
adjustments in X and Y to get centered on the target. Therefore there are two clearly distinct modes: search (spiraling)
and tracking. Tracking is a PID control closed-loop based on the quad-detector X and Y inputs as loop errors.
We also realized another type of retro-reflector tracking in which it is not possible to utilize CCR reflection offset
information for quad-cell photodiode based tracking. We marked various objects such as a pencil, cell-phone, and marker
with a small round section of retro reflective tape. Diameter of the spot is approx. 3mm, and in this arrangement a
nutation algorithm is utilized which continuously scans small circles near the object and correlates the circles with
returned light intensity which provides the X,Y vector of correction toward improved light intensity – tape’s center.

3. 3D POSITION MEAUREMENT BASED ON TWO “EYE” SYSTEM
It is possible to perform 3D position measurement with a single MEMS mirror-based tracking unit, if distance
information can be obtained by time-of-flight measurement or interferometry. Time-of-flight measurements are very
costly and bulky and rarely applicable outside of military and select, high-cost applications. Additionally they work best
at longer distances where precision can be more reasonably obtained as light is simply “too fast.” To reduce cost and
complexity, we perform 3D position measurement by triangulation of two or more measurements of the target object’s
azimuth and elevation with respect to the scanning mirror, as long as the two or more scanning mirrors are at different
locations as depicted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Geometrical setup for two tracking sub-systems which are placed in parallel at a known distance d, and both track
an object simultaneously, thereby obtaining independent azimuth information.

In the simplest case we present here the two systems are spaced apart by distance d, such as having two apertures
(“eyes,”) ~15cm apart. Each device is run by a closed-loop control loop based on a fast FPGA computing platform which
takes error information from optical sensors and provides new commands to each scanning mirror at a 20 kHz rate.
In most of our experiments we calibrate our devices to provide θmax=10°, giving a total scan angle of 20°. When
tracking, the FPGA system records the azimuth and elevation angle of pointing of mirror 1, θX1 and θY1. θ values. Second
mirror, spaced at a known distance d provides angles θX2 and θY2 (Fig. 3). Both devices see nearly identical Y readings
θY1 and θY2, but due to motion parallax the X readings are different and depend on the distance to the object. We utilize
the X readings to obtain a true distance of the object to the origin (a point directly between the two micromirrors) as
shown in equation (1). With Z known, X and Y are found from known parameters and by averaging from two devices’
readings as shown in equations (2) and (3).
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4. MEMS-BASED OPTICAL S
SCANNING
G
4.1 Gimbal--less Two-Axiss MEMS Mirrrors
Our 3D traccking technolo
ogy uses gimb
bal-less two-ax
xis scanning m
mirror devicess to provide vvery fast opticcal beam
scanning in two-axes.
t
The type of devices used in thiss work are aree designed andd optimized forr point-to-poinnt optical
beam scannin
ng mode of operation.
o
A stteady-state anaalog actuation voltage resultts in a steady--stage analog angle of
rotation of th
he micromirror.. There is a onee-to-one corresspondence of aactuation voltagges and resultinng angles that is highly
repeatable wiith no measureed degradation over time due to single-crysttal silicon consstruction. Posittional precisionn in open
loop driving of the microm
mirrors is within
n ~1 milli-degrree or within ~
~20 micro-radiians. Devices ccan be made too provide
optical scann
ning angles of up
u to 32° at hig
gh speeds in bo
oth axes, but tyypical devices such as those used in this work (Fig.
4) provide mechanical
m
tip and
a tilt of -6° to
o +6°, resulting
g in a deflectioon of approxim
mately -12° to +
+12° or a total field-ofview (FOV) of 24°. As seen
s
in Fig. 4cc, both axes can
c be operated over a veryy wide bandwidth from dc (maintain
position) to few
f thousand Hertz.
H
Such bro
oadband capability allows arbbitrary waveforrms such as veector graphics, constant
velocity scan
nning, point-to--point step scan
nning etc. Flat, smooth mirroor surfaces are coated with a thin film of m
metal with
desired reflecctivity. The eleectrostatic com
mbdrive design with <=20pF ttotal capacitannce enables verry-low operatinng power
with the deviice consuming <1 mW even at highest opeerating frequenncies. Amplifieer circuits how
wever consumee 50mW100mW, stilll adequate for mobile,
m
battery
y run applicatio
ons.

Figure 4. Gimbal-less duaal-axis 4-quadraant devices used in this work: (a)) typical device w
which reaches m
mechanical tilt frrom 6° to +6° on both axes. Device
D
has a 1mm diameter mirrror. (b) Voltage vs. Mechanical tilt angle measuurements of a tyypical
4-quadran
nt device, lineariized by a differential driving sch
heme. (c) Small- signal characterristics of such a hhigh-speed devicce.

Nevertheless, when compaared to the large-scale galvaanometer-basedd optical scannners, or even magnetic typee MEMS
actuators, ourr devices requiire multiple orders of magnittude less drivinng power. Higgh-aspect ratio SOI MEMS structures
used in our devices
d
are highly resistant to
o shock and vib
bration interferrence, and ultrra-low inertia m
mirror design rresults in
overall tiny masses
m
which further contrib
bute to such robustness.
r
Muultiple batches of our devicees have alreadyy passed
500G shock tests at a third
d-party facility,, 20G vibration
n tests fro 20H
Hz to 2000Hz, and temperatuure cycling testts from 45° to +125°.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of
o scanning optiical beam setup with the use off a wide-angle llens increasing ffield of view foor the
m
laser dio
ode points a colllimated beam onto
o
the MEMS micromirror w
which deflects it into the wide-aangle
MEMS mirror:
(fisheye) lens. The lens magnifies
m
the deeflection and pro
ojects the beam into a volume oof interest. (b) E
Example of a cuustom
ptical scan angles to over 100° fiield of view.
designed fisheye lens whiich magnifies op

4.2 Wide-Angle Lens
In order to ad
ddress a largerr volume of intterest with a wider field of viiew than that ppossible by thee MEMS devices alone,
we employ a scan lens su
uch as e.g. a custom
c
designeed fisheye lenns shown in thhe example givven in Fig. 5.. In our
experiments we typically utilize
u
an off-tthe-shelf negattive lens elemeent which maggnifies the ME
EMS scan anggles from
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approximatelly 24° to appro
oximately 45° field of view. It is importaant that the leens has proper anti-reflectionn coating
which limits the amount off light scatterin
ng and erroneo
ous detection oon the photo-ddetectors. Addditionally, the llens may
include a filteer or filter-typee coatings to liimit the amoun
nt of ambient liighting effect oon the system. If any significant pincushion or another
a
distortiion results duee to the use off such lenses, we create loook-up-tables (L
LUT) that provvides the
relationship between
b
the op
ptical scan anglle of the laser beam
b
and MEM
MS driving volltage.

5. IM
MPROVED MEMSEYE
E DESIGN
In prior meth
hodology, the scanning
s
systeem is arranged such that the outgoing beam
m and returning beam both ppass over
the mirror, allowing
a
opticaal system with
h a static beam
m, due to the m
mirror’s correcction, and sepparation of beaams by a
splitter. The disadvantage is
i that if the sccanning mirror is small, very little of the refflected light is received and cconveyed
to the photo detector. Further, if the mirrror is small, an
ny movement oof the reflectedd beam, i.e. chhange of positioon of the
reflecting beam with respeect to the mirro
or, could be lo
ost and result iin loss of trackking. Thereforre such system
ms should
continue to utilize
u
larger mirrors,
m
more bulky
b
and pow
wer consumingg or slow-scannning. Anotherr disadvantagee of such
typical desig
gns is that they
y require beam
m splitters whiich can be ineefficient and ccostly and the overall opticaal system
bulky. Our aiim is to use veery small and fast
f moving miirrors (Fig. 4) w
which can be ddesigned to moove from pointt to point
in less than half a milliseccond. Thereforre we must diss-associate thee size of the ooutgoing (scannning) aperturee and the
hoto sensor) ap
perture as show
wn in Fig 6 wh
here a PCB hoolding four phootodiodes sits on top of the scanning
receiving (ph
mirror package, allowing th
he light source and mirror to scan,
s
but captuuring much of tthe reflected light after it diverges.

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the new approach which eliiminates the beaamsplitter and inncreases the recceiving aperturee. (b)
des arranged in four quadrants on
o a PCB coverr the MEMS pacckage but allow mirror scanningg. (c) Photograpph of
Photodiod
the curren
nt stereoscopic MEMSEye
M
proto
otype setup with two units 127m
mm apart with a sscan lens in frontt of each unit.

6. RESULTS
R
Multiple prottotype arrangem
ments were tessted. LED track
king tests requuired the use off significantly larger mirror ddiameters
in order to capture enough
h light from the LED once th
he LED was a significant (~
~1m) distance away from the sensor.
With a 3.2mm
m mirror diam
meter and an ap
perture to blocck erroneous reeflections to thhe photo sensoor tracking andd position
measurementt was demonstrrated up to abo
out 1.25m distaance. Further iimprovements in sensitivity aare filtering off ambient
lighting are needed
n
before further
f
characteerization for raange, precisionn, etc.

Figure 7. (a), (b) Retro-rreflective tape on
o various objeccts tracked by tthe MEMSEye system – tape m
markers are glow
wing
because they
t
are illuminaated by the traccking system. (c) MEMSEye syystem tracking tw
wo corner-cube reflectors at a ffixed
distance on
o a paddle, allo
owing measurem
ment of orientatiion. (d) Photograaph showing a C
CCR being trackked while in mootion.
(e) Two CCRs clamped
d on top of th
he rod under teest, being moveed by a Theoddolite below. G
Glowing red beccause
simultaneeously illuminateed by lasers.
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Retroreflector tracking prototypes performed at greater distances, wide angles, and due to the use of a small mirror (1mm
diameter,) significantly greater speeds of target motion were trackable. Robust tracking of both corner cube retroreflector (CCR) targets (Fig 7c,d,e), as well as retro-reflective tape (Fig. 7a,b) targets is demonstrated. The MEMSEye
system was able to track and follow the individual position of the retro-reflective tape placed on the tip of a pencil (Fig
7a), or on the edge of a cell phone (Fig 7b), in a wide-angle cone of approx. 45°. After some preliminary system
calibrations by approximating the angle that each MEMS mirror points to at a given voltage, the XYZ determination
algorithm was tested. With preliminary calibration distances are found to be accurate within a few mm in all 3 directions,
in a large volume of over 1m3. Precision and repeatability are better than 1mm in distance (Z) and better than 0.1mm in X
and Y. Therefore future improvements call for an improved calibration protocol with a complete LUT of angle vs.
voltage for each MEMSEye unit.
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Furthermore, the MEMSEye system was able to track two CCRs placed on a long rod (Fig 7e) while multiplexing to
determine positions of both CCRs, and from the measured positions create a line vector, providing the azimuth and the
elevation angles of the rod. Accuracy and precision of the MEMSEye was tested using a theodolite with arc second
accuracy, which held the rod under test,. A single target’s position was measured while moving in plane with the
MEMSEyes down to a sub millimeter precision (Fig 8a). The main purpose of the theodolite was to test the MEMSEye’s
ability to measure the azimuth elevation of the rod under test. During the experiment, the rod under test was moved
between 0º to 40º, orthogonal to the MEMSEyes. The MEMSEyes were able to track the line vector both in plane and at
a different elevation angle to accuracy of around +/-1º (Fig 8b). Measurements were repeatable to below 0.1°.
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Figure 8. Results from MEMSEye system test for precision using Theodolite. (a) Measurement of precision of change in Xaxis position. (b) Measurement results of change in azimuth angle, orthogonal to MEMSEye system.
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